The Life of Information

A one-day symposium on the design and use of online dictionaries, encyclopedias & collections

-> Atlas of Living Australia
-> Austlit: The Australian Literature Resource
-> Australian Dictionary of Biography
-> Australian Medical Pioneers Index
-> Defining Moments
-> Dictionary of Sydney
-> Encyclopedia of Australian Science
-> Gallipoli: The First Day
-> Invisible Australians
-> Mapping Our Anzacs
-> Obituaries Australia
-> People Australia & Trove

Friday 24 September 2010
Sir Roland Wilson Building, ANU

Graduate students who use online resources in their research, or are interested in the future of digital scholarship in the humanities and social sciences, are especially encouraged to register.

This is a full-day event (9am — 4pm, with lunch). Attendance is free but places are strictly limited. Register now by email: paul.arthur@anu.edu.au

http://ncb.anu.edu.au/Life_of_Information